Notable Alumni in Academe and Education

R. Douglas Arnold ’72, the William Church Osborn Professor of Public Affairs, Woodrow Wilson School at Princeton University

Theodore “Ted” Berger ’72, leading biomedical engineer and neuroscientist specializing in neural prostheses, neural basis of learning and memory and “brain-like” acoustic recognition technology; professor of biomedical engineering; holder of the David Packard Chair in Engineering; director, Center for Neural Engineering, University of Southern California Viterbi School of Engineering

Robert Borofsky ’66, leading authority on “public anthropology”; professor of anthropology, Hawaii Pacific University; editor of the Public Anthropology Book Series published by University of California Press; director, Center for a Public Anthropology

A. Lee Fritschler ’59, former Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary Education, U.S. Department of Education; former president of Dickinson College

George Washington Gale 1814, founding president, Knox College

Franklin Henry Giddings 1878, author of the nation’s first sociology textbook, Principles of Sociology; held the first chair in sociology in the United States at Yale

Eliphalet Wheeler Gilbert 1813, founding president, University of Delaware

Sue Goldie ’84, professor of health decision science, Harvard School of Public Health; MacArthur Genius Grant for her contributions to major public health problems; has worked worldwide to treat and prevent HIV and cervical cancer in women

Marvin S. Goodfriend ’72, professor of economics; Friends of Allan Meltzer Professorship; chairman, The Gailliot Center for Public Policy at Carnegie Mellon Tepper School of Business

John Milton Gregory 1846, founding president, University of Illinois

Hermann Anton Haus ’49, M.I.T. professor; authority on optical communications; awarded the National Medal of Science in 1995 for teaching and research

Gideon Hawley 1809, first superintendent of Public Instruction New York state; the Gideon Hawley Prize is awarded annually in his honor

Martin Jay ’65, renowned intellectual historian; Sidney Hellman Ehman Professor of History, University of California, Berkeley

John Lewis ’41, world renowned economist and educator; former dean of Woodrow Wilson School at Princeton University; former member of the President’s Council on Economic Advisers
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**Kenneth Merchant ’68,** senior associate dean for corporate programs, Marshall School of Business Deloitte & Touche L.L.P. Chair of Accounting; former Dean, Leventhal School of Accounting, University of Southern California

**Lewis Henry Morgan, 1840,** the “father of modern American anthropology,” best known for his work on cultural evolution and Native Americans

**David Murray 1852,** professor at Rutgers; designer of the Japanese system of education

**John Ostrom ’51,** world-famous paleontologist who linked dinosaurs to birds; professor of geology and geophysics at Yale; curator emeritus of vertebrate paleontology at the Peabody Museum of Natural History

**L. Clark Seelye 1857,** founding president, Smith College

**Allen Sessoms ’68,** educational administrator and physicist; president, Delaware State University; former president, Queens College

**Henry Phillip Tappan 1825,** renowned educator; founding president, University of Michigan